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the Association of Geographic information laboratories for Europe (AGilE)
the Council of European Geodetic surveyors (ClGE)
EuroGeosurveys (EGs)
European Association of remote sensing laboratories (EArsel)
European Environment Agency (EEA)
European land information service (Eulis)
European spatial data research (Eurosdr)
the European umbrella organisation for the Geographic information Community (EuroGi)
Global spatial data infrastructure Association (Gsdi)
psmA Australia limited
the permanent Committee on the Cadastre in the Eu (pCC)
the reference frame sub-Commission for Europe (EurEf)
the united nations Economic Commission for Europe working party on land Administration (unECE wplA)
united nations initiative on Global Geospatial information management (un-GGim)
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strAtEGiC pArtnErs

our membership covers the whole of geographical 
Europe and we currently bring together 
59 organisations from 46 countries.

together, our members invest around €1.5 
billion in the development of geoinformation 
each year and use cutting-edge technology 
to create, manage, maintain and make available 
authoritative national databases. 

they contribute to European social development, 
economic growth and environmental sustainability 
by delivering reliable, readily-available, reusable, cross-
border geospatial reference data to underpin the European 
location framework. this will deliver reliable 
geoinformation - including cross-border maps - for 
a wide range of uses such as emergency response, 
environmental management and economic development. 

EuroGeographics is an international non-proit 
association under belgian law (Aisbl) with 
a head ofice in Brussels ? the heart of European 
policy development and decision making.

EuroGeographics represents the European national mapping, land registry 
and Cadastral Authorities, enabling government, business and citizens to beneit 
from their collective expertise, products and services. 

EuroGEoGrAphiCs 
ConnECtinG you to thE AuthoritAtivE 

GEoinformAtion frAmEworK for EuropE

Working with strategic partners

to ensure that geospatial reference data continues 
to deliver economic, social and environmental beneit s, 
we are committed to establishing mutually-beneicial 
working relationships with like-minded organisations. 
Activities include hosting events, such as workshops 
or parliamentary brieings, conducting joint surveys a nd 
producing reports on issues where we share an interest.
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2013 has been a very successful year for EuroGeographics and its members.

from improving access to authoritative data through enhanced pricing 
and licensing to the launch of the European Location Framework project, 
the past 12 months have focussed on new ways of delivering pan-European 
geoinformation from national mapping, land registry and Cadastral Authorities.

prEsidEnt’s rEport

EuroGeographics Annual Review 2013

Growth in membership means 
that we now represent 59 
organisations from the whole 
of geographical Europe. during 
the year, we welcomed Her Majesty?s 
land registry; two organisations 
from the Republic of Azerbaijan - 
the state Committee on property 
issues, the real Estate Cadastre 
and technical inventory Centre 
and state land and Cartography 
Committee; the state Authority for 
Geospatial information, Albania; 
and the state Committee on 
property, the republic of belarus 
as new members. in addition, 
the national Agency of public 
registry, Georgia upgraded from 
an associate to full membership.

i am also delighted to report a 
growth in demand for our products 
and services. income from licensing 
has increased and, since its release 
as open data in march, the number 

together with 15 of our members, we are part 
of the project consortium developing the ELF operational 
delivery platform for interoperable, cross border 
geoinformation, much of which will be available as 
open data under standard licences. With the project? s 
completion set to coincide with the deadline for 
Eu member states to transpose the psi directive 
into national law, it will help our members to ensure 
they are well prepared to meet the new requirements.

of people using EuroGlobalmap now exceeds 1,500 
- introducing hundreds of potential new customers 
to the beneits of members? geoinformation. Our chall enge 
for 2014 is to sustainably fund production of this 1:1 million 
scale topographical database so we can continue to deliver 
beneit to users whilst also supporting Open Data poli cies. 

Geographic information provided by members is 
an important component of the in-situ data needed 
to realise the economic potential of Copernicus. 
EuroGeographics already facilitates the provision 
of national reference data to Copernicus’s Emergency 
management service. in the future, such information will 
be delivered via a service-based technical infrastructure, 
the European location framework (Elf). 

in addition, the Elf will make an 
important contribution to the digital 
Agenda for Europe by enabling 
reference data and associated 
components to be used cost 
effectively in multiple applications, 
bringing cost savings at global, 
European and national levels. 

the far-reaching impact of these 
‘maps for the future’ was revealed 
to MEPs, Commission oficials 
and other guests at a well-attended 
exhibition in the European parliament 
kindly sponsored by Catherine 
stihler mEp. we plan further events 
in 2014 as the project progresses.

our continued growth demonstrates 
the value national mapping, Cadastral 
and land registry Authorities place 
on collaborating to ind solutions 
to common challenges. sharing 
expertise and best practice is vital 
and we are very pleased to be part 
of the united nations initiative 
on Global Geospatial information 
management (un-GGim) which 
draws on the national capacities 
and capabilities of un member states. 

in addition to a global committee 
of experts, un-Gimm is developing 
a regional structure. A three-phase 
road-map for formally establishing 
un-GGim: Europe has been agreed 
and we are delighted that one 
of our members, state Agency 
for land relations and Cadastre, 
Moldova will host the irst plenary 
meeting which immediately follows 
our 2014 General Assembly. 

more information about these 
initiatives, as well as the activities 
of our members, can be found in this 
report or at www.eurogeographics.org 

on a closing note i should like 
to thank our members and my 
colleagues on the management 
Board and in Head Ofice for their 
continued hard work and support. 
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in addition to these technical activities, we participate 
in European and international policy and legislative 
programmes. we are registered on the Eu transparency 
register and bound by its code of conduct. 

our aim is to provide positive contributions to those 
areas of policy development where we and our 
members have a track record, signiicant expertise and 
a legitimate interest. in doing so we are committed 
to facilitating a knowledge exchange network 
by strengthening and developing our membership 
to encourage collaboration and professional recognition.

we also provide an information service for members, 
stakeholders and civil society, helping to promote 
members’ national and pan-European products 
and services, and their role in providing the reference 
data for the European spatial data infrastructure 
through the European location framework. 

our representation strategy - based upon the principle 
of constructive participation - is key to this. it 
enables us to continue to demonstrate and grow 
our relevance and effectiveness at a European level 
whilst also helping members stay connected with, 
and positively contribute to, policy developments.

during the last year our main policy 
areas of interest were:

EuroGeographics Annual Review 2013

thE EyEs, EArs And voiCE 
of our mEmbErs
As the representative body of its 59 members, 
EuroGeographics is, in large part, a technical expert 
body whose purpose is to develop the European 
spatial data infrastructure. we are doing this 
through the European location framework 
and the interoperability of national land and  
geographic information.

the directive on the reuse of psi - which 
effects almost all our members - entered 
into force on 31 december 2013 and is part 
of an Eu policy to stimulate the economy, aid 
democracy and support evidence-based policies. 
it establishes a minimum set of rules governing 
the commercial and non-commercial exploitation 
of existing information held by the public sector, 
including geoinformation.

we were pleased to contribute to the new directive 
and, whilst our primary interest was to ensure a 
positive outcome for our members, we were also 
mindful of its beneits to wider society. Indeed new 
ways of delivering pan-European geoinformation, 
such as open data and standard licensing, are putting 
national mapping, Cadastral and land registry 
Authorities at the forefront of psi reuse. 

with completion of the European location 
Framework Project set to coincide with the deadline 
for member states to transpose the directive 
into national law, it will be key to the future delivery 
of the psi provided by our members. 

many of our members have contributed to our 
work on psi, particularly through our digital Agenda 
Europe task force, and ensuring maximum use 
of their data continues to be an important issue 
for them.

public sector information (psi)

the regulation establishing the Copernicus 
programme reinforces the importance of successfully 
delivering the European location framework - 
an important contribution in ensuring that ‘reference 
data inventories and capacities in European countries 
are integrated, providing a successful service 
and avoiding costly duplication’. it is expected to be 
formally adopted in 2014.

together with our members we have constructively 
contributed to the development of the regulation 
and delivery of Copernicus, for example by agreeing 
access to authoritative geospatial reference data 
for the Emergency management service. this has 
improved access to data from national mapping 
and cadastral authorities in Europe to help provide 
a common operational picture for those involved 
in crisis management. in addition it has demonstrated 
the value of our members geoinformation 
to representatives within the Commission.

we continue to support the Copernicus programme 
and believe that, as a general rule, it should 
fully use member states’ existing reference 
data to avoid duplication and wasted resources. 
we also consider that its development should be 
compatible with national spatial data infrastructures, 
the inspirE directive, and the evolving European 
location framework.

copernicus programme

it is important for Europe that it has an 
authoritative framework for location information 
along with a coherent European location 
Strategy - and that these have an identiiable 
owner in the European union (Eu) institutions.

Eu2020; digital Agenda; place-based 
policies; social inclusion; intelligent 
transport; agriculture policies; environmental 
monitoring; innovation; growth and jobs - 
these will all rely on up-to-date and seamless 
geoinformation for the whole of Europe.

we are working with the European Commission 
and parliament to ensure this happens through 
events such as our maps for the future 
exhibition in brussels. this demonstrated 
the importance of members’ geoinformation 
and showed how the European location 
Framework project will deliver reliable 
geoinformation - including cross-border maps. 

the event in the European parliament was 
organised as part of our role as a leading member 
of the European Location Framework project 
and was sponsored by Catherine stihler mEp.

mrs stihler told guests: ”Cross-border 
interoperable maps are very important to Europe 
and we can already see the contribution Europe’s 
national mapping and cadastral authorities 
make to the sound delivery of European 
policies. their impact is far reaching.”

“by ensuring that public sector geoinformation 
is readily and easily available, these authorities 
are powerful contributors to the success 
of the Eu psi directive and its continuing 
contribution to European prosperity. likewise, 
these national authorities are key deliverers 
of the Eu inspirE directive and make a real 
practical contribution to the Eu Copernicus 
programme. in other words, these are not only 
maps for the future, they are maps for Europe!”

european location framework
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dEvElopinG produCts 
And sErviCEs to mEEt 
thE dEmAnds of dAtA usErs

KEy Contributions

ensuring maximum benefit 
is realiseD from members’ 

authoritative geoinformation 
through open Data services 

anD improveD pricing anD licensing

Delivering online services for 
quicker, more efficient anD reliable 

lanD registration anD simplifying 
access to, anD use of, national 

spatial Data for public services, 

businesses anD citizens

improving organisational 
efficiency anD Data 

quality by embracing neW 
technologies

nEw priCinG And liCEnsinG 
pACKAGE improvEs ACCEss 
to AuthoritAtivE dAtA

the package of new licensing agreements and lower 
pricing is designed to enable more people to beneit 
from members’ pan-European data. with more 
than 1,500 users downloading EuroGlobalmap, 
our 1:1 million scale topographic dataset, since 
it was made available under a new open data 
licence, this strategy is proving a great success. 

As a result of the sales improvement programme, 
EuroGeographics now sells only European 
and regional coverage of Euroboundarymap, 
Euroregionalmap, and EurodEm products. 
individual national datasets and cross-boundary 
areas for each product are available from licensed 
distributors and value-added resellers (vArs). 

Establishing an active distribution network was 
one of our key aims. this year Geodan, Experian, 
Eastview Cartographic and Munich RE made signiicant 
contributions to achieving our sales targets. A sale 
to the German federal Government through Geoville 
and a tender awarded to CACi were also among 
the highlights of 2013. in addition, licence renewals 
were agreed with the usA federal Government, 
the European Central bank and the EEA. 

our product managers have also moved to a two 
year production schedule which allows them 
to better plan work with national producers 
and meet the requirements of users.

measures introduced in 2013 to enhance the creation, maintenance, 
licensing and supply of our pan-European products and services have 
stimulated sales and increased our income from licensing. 

2013
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Austrian mapping with a range of functions such as registering 
points of interest and Gps-enabled integrated navigation is 
now available via Amap mobile.

AmAp mobilE offErs mAppinG 
for smArtphonEs And tAblEts

14 15

The irst, to provide electronic and complex 
administrative services, has integrated the newly-created 
Cadastral Administrative information system (CAis) 
with the integrated information system for Cadastre 
and property registration which was introduced in 2009. 
Beneits include better control of document turnover; 
online access to services including payments, registration 
and making objections and recommendations; an Internet 
forum; and provision for users with visual impairment . 

to improve the quality of services to businesses 
and individuals, GCCA is also enhancing its information 
and communications systems. the upgrade will also result 
in the development of e-services which comply with Eu 
standards.

Four main activities make up the project:

• development of a new specialised information system 
and electronic services for protective zones A and b 
and for the public state and municipal property objects 
in parcels on the black sea coast. 

• Creation of an electronic register and digital archive 
of materials and data stored at GeoCartfund; 
specialised management software; integration with 
GCCA’s e-service portal; and interactive tools for 
receiving spatial data and text. this work will also help 
to preserve original archive documents by reducing 
their use.

• Creation of a register of geographical names to ensure 
uniformity and sustainability for features such as 
settlements, hydrology, cultural and historical sites. 
this will be promptly updated and provide the base 
for new administrative services related to geographical 
names and their features.

• processing GCCA geodata to comply with 
the inspirE directive.

Two projects to provide electronic services and upgrade 
information systems have been the focus of the Geodesy, 
Cartography and Cadastre Agency of bulgaria (GCCA) 
during 2013. Both were inanced under the Operative 
programme - Administrative Capacity and co-funded 
by the Eu through the European social fund. 

providinG ElECtroniC 
sErviCEs And upGrAdinG 
informAtion systEms

Created by the Federal Ofice 
of metrology and surveying (bEv), 
the free map app enables users 
to download mapping to their 
smartphone or tablet before leaving 
home - which means the information is 
at hand even when no web connection 
is available. panoramic display 
of the landscape and augmented reality 
are also available for ios devices.

the app includes 1:1 million 
and 1:500 000 scale data as 
well as the Austrian database 
of geonames, the digital terrain model 
and selection of 550 map tiles for 
testing the functions. Additional 
1:50 000 and 1:200 000 mapping 
is available to purchase.
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the Civil Code sets out 15 new property rights 
which must be registered into the Cadastre 
of real Estate together with a number of new 
types of notes. buildings constructed on their 
own parcels are becoming part of these parcels 
and the principle of material publicity has 
been renewed which signiicantly strengthens 
the aquirer’s status. these developments have 
led to essential changes in the registration 
of rights into the Cadastre, including preparing 
and amending all follow-up regulations and training 
the specialists working in the Cadastral ofices. 

during 2013, laser scanning of the whole territory 
was completed with a density of raw elevation 
points of approximately 1 point to a square metre. 
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the danish Geodata Agency is heavily involved 
in the development of the country’s basic data programme 
under the current national e-Government strategy. it 
is now developing a data distributor to make diverse 
public sector data available rapidly and reliably to public 
authorities and businesses through a single channel.

As a general rule, all basic data is freely available to all 
public authorities, private businesses and individuals, 
making it a shared digital resource that can be exploited 
freely for both commercial and non-commercial 
purposes. The irst free data was released on 1 January 
2013 providing new digital raw material for developing 
commercial products and improving public information 
and services for greater insight and stronger democracy.

A positive business case for the basic data programme 
underpinned its launch in 2012. once the elements 
of the programme have been fully implemented, 
the revenues for society are expected to be more 
than €100 million per annum. private sector revenues 
are expected to top €65 million per annum, with 
the real estate, insurance, inancial, and telecom 
sectors, Gps (sat-nav) manufacturers, public companies 
and entrepreneurs to be among those that beneit most. 

thE vAluE of opEn GEoGrAphiCAl 
dAtA – thE dAnish CAsE

prEpArinG for mAjor ChAnGEs 
in thE CzECh rEpubliC

preparation for the new Civil Code and Cadastral law which 
came into effect on 1 january 2014 has been a key activity 
for the Czech Ofice for Surveying, Mapping and Cadastre.  
the changes caused by the new regulations are the most 
signiicant since Cadastre renewal in 1993.

the danish Geodata Agency is conducting a 3 year 
analysis of how freely available geodata is affecting 
the public and private sectors. in the public sector, 
the effect is measured in terms of eficiency, while 
in the private sector the effect is seen in growth. 
since the beginning of 2013, the numbers using 
the Agency’s geodata have increased by more than 
1000%. preliminary results show that the private 
sector has responded positively to the open data 
with new companies and new products emerging. 
many companies, however are still waiting to make 
larger investments in innovation – partly because 
of the current general market conditions.

Agency data also played a key role in managing 
responses to the major storm that swept across much 
of Europe in early december. A new hydrological 
elevation model, released in 2013, was used 
in the early stages of the storm to analyse which areas 
in Denmark were at risk of looding and, later, to assist 
in the emergency response.
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features added to the seamless and harmonized data of 41 
countries include residence of Authority, introduced as 
a result of close cooperation with the Euroregionalmap 
(Erm) team. 

version 7.0 of the dataset was delivered 
to Eurostat in january 2013 and provided to distributors 
and vArs in june. work started on version 8.0 with a data 
request sent to all Ebm partners following April’s technical 
producer meeting. 

A survey about the availability of up-to-date igures 
on population, area size and administrative units 
and postcodes was carried out. the possibility 
of integrating coastline and maritime zones was also 
investigated. 

feedback enabled the extension of the Ebm data model 
and the integration of new attributes. As a result, version 
8.0 relects the administrative situation as of 1 January 
2013 beneitting users such as Eurostat, EEA and European 
Central bank and providing an important step in complying 
with inspirE. the latest issue also offers common state 
boundaries agreed between Ebm and Erm partners for 
the medium scale and includes data from former yugoslav 
republic of macedonia, iceland, Kosovo and serbia.

in december 2013, the contract between EuroGeographics 
and Eurostat was renewed heralding the start  
of the next update cycle. Ebm version 9 will be delivered 
to Eurostat at the end of 2014. 

future work includes further extending coverage to match 
the growth of the Eu by integrating data from candidate 
countries, montenegro and turkey as well as the potential 
candidate countries, Albania and bosnia and herzegovina. 
we also continue to harmonise our products, starting 
with coastlines and maritime zones, and are investigating 
the integration of postcodes as requested by our recent 
market study.

www.eurogeographics.org/products-and-services/
euroboundarymap

Euroboundarymap (EGm), our 1:100 000 pan-European 
reference database of administrative areas and statistical 
units, was again updated and improved in 2013.

updAtEs to EuroboundArymAp 
mEEt CustomEr nEEds

18

the data, compiled from national mapping supplied by 45 
European countries and territories can now be downloaded 
for free from our website. this is part of a wider package 
of new licensing agreements and lower pricing to enable 
more users to beneit from members? pan-European data . 

since its launch in march 2013, more than 1,500 users 
have downloaded EGm for a wide range of activities 
including air trafic analysis; emergency service 
accessibility studies; policy research; mobile mapping; 
energy and environment models; and archaeological 
distribution maps. feedback indicates that they greatly 
value free data from authoritative sources that is up 
to date and covers a range of European countries.

The initiative has helped to raise the proile 
of EuroGeographics further establishing the Association 
as a trusted source of geographic information. 
the open data initiative has also introduced hundreds 
of potential customers to the beneits of our product s 
and services and promoted our data to geography 
students in educational establishments across Europe.

Comprising six themes - administrative boundaries; names 
locations; transport networks; settlements; elevation; 
and the water network - EGm was updated in early 2013 
with improvements to the hydrography layer through 
its harmonisation with Erm. As a result, a number 
of new classes and attributes have been added including 
the shorelines of inland water areas and low directions  
of watercourses. Generalisation from Erm has also enabled 
enhancements to the transport and administrative layers.

iGn france is implementing generalisation tools 
for the production of different EGm themes 
from Erm and Ebm. to date the administrative 
and road tools have been completed with other 
transport classes, settlement, watercourses 
and other hydrography classes to follow in 2014. 

other activities to be delivered in the next 12 
months include the addition of data from the former 
yugoslav republic of macedonia and updates 
to the administrative, hydrography and transport layers. 

www.eurogeographics.org/form/
topographic-data-eurogeographics

public response to providing our 1:1 million scale 
topographical database, EuroGlobalmap (EGm) as 
open data has been overwhelming positive. 

pAn-EuropEAn opEn dAtA 
provEs populAr with usErs

Euroboundarymap

Ebm
version 7.0

41
CountriEs

ComplyinG
with

inspirE

1 : 100 000 
sCAlE
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the latest version includes improvements to quality 
and now covers 33 European countries: 26 Eu 
member states (bulgaria and Croatia not included), 
4 EftA states (liechtenstein, norway, iceland, 
switzerland), moldova, serbia and Georgia. 

during the year, all update requirements set out 
in the Eurostat contract were met along with 
the continuous improvement of data quality. 
Updates include the delivery of a irst set of INSPIRE 
unique identiiers and lifecycle information.

the production of Erm is now integrated with 
Ebm and our open data product EGm. the goal 
is to produce and maintain a single master dataset 
at regional level from which Ebm and Erm 
will be derived. An automated generalisation 
procedure will then be used to produce EGm.

As a irst step towards integration, the same international  
state boundaries were adopted for Ebm and Erm. 
the dataset holding the state boundaries of Europe 
at regional level has been named sbE regional.

representatives from each of the national producers 
for the three products met in vienna to discuss 
the integration process. A workshop held during 
the 6th regional Conference on Cadastre and sdi 
in belgrade in june was used to introduce our products 
to our balkan members and to discuss the feasibility 
of extending coverage to incorporate their national data. 

Challenges for 2014 include the extension of Erm 
to include the balkan countries and migration 
into the European location framework platform.

www.eurogeographics.org/products-
and-services/euroregionalmap.

A revised and updated version of our 1: 250 000 topo-geographic information 
dataset, Erm, was supplied to Eurostat in 2013. release 6.0 was also made available 
to the European market via distributors and vArs. 

updAtEd vErsion 
of EurorEGionAlmAp rElEAsEd

Euroregionalmap

Erm
version 7.0

33 
European
Countries

26
Eu member

states

1 : 250 000
scale

Achievements in 2013 have included:

• Completion of aerial coverage using iGn’s own digital 
cameras (v2) with 38 out of 100 administrative regions 
covered to a resolution of 20 to 35 cm

• 63% of the country covered by high resolution 
orthophotos (20cm)

• purchase of a second lidAr system

• 25% of the country now covered by new high 
resolution, high accuracy altimetric data layer

• 10 million addresses geolocated

• 39 out of 100 administrative regions updated through 
photogrammetric processes

• Geodetic networks intensively updated and 25 new 
Gnss/GAlilEo receiving stations installed worldwide

• new geocoding functionality added to its geoportal 
services for end users.

in addition, a new production process to renew 
the cadastral information database with a unique 
representation for every use was introduced 
and the land and forestry databases reinforced. 

paper mapping remains popular and more than 4 million 
were printed in 2013. Efforts to dematerialise its geographic 
and forestry patrimony (maps and photo archives) also 
continued.

the new scan Express 25 service provides 1: 25 000 raster 
maps. it is updated every 6 months with content fully 
updated for each release as a result of the continuous 
updating of the bd topo database from which it is 
produced. The legend is speciically adapted to improv e 
digital use and facilitating the integration of external data 
for thematic analysis. the scan Express services have been 
extended to lower scale topographic maps.

ContinuAlly EnhAnCinG 
produCtion proCEssEs 
And sErviCEs in frAnCE

improving the speed at which its main databases are completed 
and updated has been a key focus for the national institute of Geographic 
and forest information (iGn) in france. new services for nationwide data 
sharing and faster access to its archives through web services within its 
geoportal infrastructure have also been developed.

during 2013, planiGn, a multi-scale graphical representation 
of the institute’s bd topo and bd CArto databases 
together with EuroGeographics’ pan-European products 
EGm and Erm was also released. by simplifying 
the cartography of this data, the web service allows users 
to browse geoinformation for the whole of france at any 
scale which is ideal for enhancing geolocated data.
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the regulations were prepared by the Agency for 
real Estate Cadastre (ArEC) which is also upgrading 
the E-Kat system for registering real properties. work 
is due to be completed in 2014, enabling the irst 
registration of infrastructure objects to help further 
develop the real property market and mortgages.

ArEC’s work establishing the real estate cadastre, 
implementing the E-Kat system throughout the republic 
and introducing the E-Kat and E-front desk services 
is delivering simpler and faster access to information 
with data now distributed electronically from 
the Geodetic Cadastre information system (GCis).

since introducing the E-front desk, ArEC has 
processed 29,603 applications for registration in the real 
estate cadastre whilst the E-Kat front desk enables 
data from the GCis to be distributed and issued 
through other state agencies, public authorities 
and legal bodies such as notaries and private geodetic 
companies. An electronic signature for professional 
and external users has also been introduced. 

between september 2012 and december 2013, ArEC 
signed 381 contracts for the E-Kat front desk - 168 
with notaries; 138 with private geodetic companies; 57 
with municipalities; 9 with enforcement agents; 2 with 
ministries; 2 with banks; and 5 with other legal bodies. 

A legal framework to establish the Cadastre of infrastructure 
Objects and Registration of Ownership Rights was drafted 
in the former yugoslav republic of macedonia during 
2013. the vision is that it will cover more than 95% of all 
infrastructure lines and objects within the next 10 years.

the technology allows small and 
medium scale maps of Europe to be 
automatically rendered from vector 
data for both viewing services and 
print. the derived maps will show 
Europe in small and medium scales 
and the area of Germany, together 
with a surrounding area, up to the 
highest zoom levels or largest scales.

the maps are based on spatial data 
from the federal states and the bKG 
and pan-European products from 
EuroGeographics. for the territory 
of the federal republic of Germany, 
the digital base landscape model 
is used together with oficial 
polygons of buildings and address 
data in the large scales. to display 
the area of neighboring countries 
up to the highest resolutions, freely 
available geospatial data is used. 
national spatial open data is used 
for denmark and the netherlands. 

in the middle and small scales, 
the presentation area is described 
by the pan-European vector datasets 

hElpinG to dEvElop thE rEAl 
propErty mArKEt And mortGAGEs

A new technique called topplus is enabling Germany’s federal Agency 
for Cartography and Geodesy (bKG) to extend its range of products 
by visualizing various topographic data. It is the irst at tempt to create 
Europe-wide maps by combining oficial and free data.

topplus - from dEtAilEd 
City mAps to GEnErAl 
mAps of EuropE

Euroregionalmap, EuroGlobalmap 
and Euroboundarymap. for the 
representation of the land cover, 
the Corine land Cover data is 
used. A relief representation in 
the smaller zoom levels is achieved 
by using free digital terrain 
data. in the large zoom levels, 
the digital terrain model with 
a grid width of 10 m is used.

for the derivation of the map 
graphics – the rendering of the 
map – bKG makes extensive 
use of open source software. 
the same technique is also used 
in the OpenStreetMap project 
for preparing the main map. the map 
data is rendered using the software 
mapnik. with the program library 
Geospatial data Abstraction library 
(GdAl) contour lines, hill shading 
and multicolour reliefs are derived 
from digital terrain models.

illustration 1: web map with buildings 
and house numbers

illustration 3: General map made with the 
open data of EuroGlobalmap

illustration 2: map based 
on Euroregionalmap
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EstAblishinG A GEodEtiC 
nEtworK And CEntrAlisEd 
CoordinAtE ConvErtEr in itAly

the dynamic national network (rdn) was delivered 
by the italian military Geographic institute (imGi) 
and forms the high-precision materialisation of European 
terrestrial reference system 2000 (Etrf2000). 

negligible planimetric variations for Central Europe are 
presented over large periods of time by the Etrf2000 
frame. in the outermost regions of Europe, such as italy, 
horizontal crustal deformations are presented to a residual 
(intraplate) speed that can reach centimetres per year. 
As a result, the Gnss positions need to be monitored 
continuously to check stability and coherence of the rdn. 
A irst estimate of horizontal crustal deformation from 
the RDN is signiicantly higher than millimetres per 
year in southern italy illustrating the need for updating 
the positions of the corresponding stations.

the creation of a centralised coordinate converter 
service was another key development during 2013. with 
many users in italy still using old coordinate reference 
systems such as rome40, these needed to be converted 
using grids in the nad-nvt2 format. standardising this 
process to ensure compatibility of coordinates being 
used in different datasets is of paramount importance 
and achieved via an online centralised, oficial coordinat e 
converter created by the imGi. 

italy now has a high precision geodetic network 
consisting of 99 Global navigation satellite system 
(Gnss) permanent stations. 

the service was created using existing open source 
software and delivered by informatics personnel at imGi. 
It adheres to INSPIRE speciications and includes a test 
function. A complementary mode with an extremely 
user-friendly interface is available for those who are not 
conident using web processing services. 

The national place name database was the irst to be 
made available for free download in spring 2013, 
followed by 1:50 000 to 1:1 million scale topographical 
land data and road networks, administrative boundaries 
and the national land-based elevation models. At the same 
time, the Authority simpliied its pricing models for paid-f or 
datasets by introducing a ixed cost based on the number 
of clicks made by users. As a result, prices for property 
data have been reduced by around half. A facility to enable 
commercial trials of new products and services based on its 
data has also been introduced.

to compensate for the loss of revenue resulting from 
the move to open data, the 2014 national budget has 
increased funding for the norwegian mapping Authority 
by 25 million kroner.

from 2015, it is planned that the norwegian polar 
institute’s map data for svalbard and the Antarctic as well as 
the mapping Authority’s orthophotos will be made available 
for free. there will also be a reduction in the prices for 
its nautical data and positioning services with the cost 
of property data from the land register and Cadastre 
property register also to be further reduced. 

Government plans to release the most detailed map data, 
which is held in a shared database complied by the mapping 
Authority, the municipalities and a number of other agencies 
and companies require negotiation and clariications with  
regard to rights. it is hoped however that they will be 
released in 2017.

increased government funding has enabled the norwegian 
mapping Authority to release its central national datasets 
as open data with a government strategy setting out plans 
to release even more in the future.

opEn dAtA rElEAsEd in norwAy
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the new regulations come into force in july 2014 when 
free and open access will be granted to data maintained 
within the following public registers: 
• national register of borders, Areas and territorial 

division of the country 
•  register of geographical names
•  Database of the geographic objects, 
•  digital terrain model (low resolution)

they also introduce a new pricing and licensing model 
which aims to signiicantly reduce fees, widen ields 
of possible exploitation and provide an easy and 
comprehensive service to commercial customers.
All data from the Head Ofice of Geodesy and 
Cartography is already provided free of charge to 
public authorities or their contractors performing 
public tasks.

nEw lAw, nEw rulEs –  
stEps in opEninG dAtA

poland’s Council of ministers has accepted essential amendments 
to the Geodetic and Cartographic law which introduces free 
access to large part of the national geodetic registers. the law also 
allows open access to the entire digital content of the geodetic 
and cartographic resource for scientists and students for the 
purpose of research and education. 

evidence of towns, streets and addresses –  
providing tools

More than 1,400 communes in Poland are beneitting 
from a free application developed for maintaining 
local evidence of streets and addresses - EumiA. 
local authorities are responsible for maintaining these 
databases and for providing digital copies to the head 
Ofice of Geodesy and Cartography. 

to ensure data quality and unity, GuGiK provide 
dedicated online software tools allowing local 
operators to develop, update and modify the database. 
the application allows new address points and street 
names to be entered with their assigned coordinates. 
data is automatically exported to the central 
repository and published in the national geoportal 
(www.geoportal.gov.pl). 

educating a wide range of users

The Head Ofice of Geodesy and Cartography 
has held a series of free training sessions targeting 
spatial information users from administrations, local 
authorities and the military. participants learned about 
the content of geodata and were familiarised with tools 
that provide extended analytical capabilities as well 
as practical applications. 

During 2013, more than 1,000 participants beneited 
from training on the use of the Topographic Objects 
database, with a further 3,000 applicants expected 
to attend courses on the evidence of towns, streets 
and addresses and the sdi modules by the end of 
April 2014. In the second half of 2014, the Head Ofi ce 
of Geodesy and Cartography will launch a new set of 
laser scanning workshops for 300 users.
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russiAn fEdErAtion sEEs inCrEAsE  
in dEmAnd for riGhts  
And CAdAstrAl rEGistrAtion 
of rEAl EstAtE

the federal service for state registration, Cadastre and Cartography - 
rosreestr is working with other authorities of the russian federation 
to deliver one-stop-shop rights and cadastral registration services.

interaction with bodies or agencies providing 
public and municipal services is now carried out 
by multi-functional centres of public and municipal 
services (mfCs). this means clients need only 
make a single request and no longer have to attach 
documents issued by other authorities.

Currently MFC ofices provide Rosreestr state 
registration of rights of real estate and cadastral 
registration services, as well as providing information 
from the Uniied State Register of Rights (EGRP) 
and state real Estate Cadastre (GKn).

more than 6 million applications for the services 
of the federal service for state registration, Cadastre 
and Cartography were received in 2013. state registration 
of rights of real estate proved the most popular 
with 2.56 million applications accepted by october. 
requests for information from EGrp and GKn were 
also popular with 1.67 million (more than three times 
the number in 2012) and 1.16 million of applications 
accepted respectively. in total 750,000 people applied 
to mfC for cadastral registration during the year. 

rosreestr’s part in mfC’s state and municipal services 
is about 10% and more than 550 ofices in 70 subjects 
of the russian federation now provide its services - seven 
times more than two and a half years ago. in some regions, 
half of all applications are submitted through mfC. 

the road map for improving the quality of state 
cadastral registration services plans for 50% of all 
rosreestr services to be carried out through 
the mfCs by 2015, rising to 90% in 2018.

the Centres aim to improve the quality and accessibility 
of public services; reduce business costs to overcome 
administrative barriers; improve the performance 
of executive bodies and inter-agency coordination; 
and increase openness and transparency to the public.

the new tax replaces the fees for the use of building 
land and maintenance of forest roads as well as 
the property tax. it is based on a valuation completed 
several years ago by the surveying and mapping 
Authority which maintains the real property register. 

Established in 2008 using land and building cadastre data, 
land register information and data collected in the ield, 
this is managed in digital form and now holds records for 
around 6.5 million properties. the data, which is updated 
nightly, is available free of charge online and includes 
540,000 houses; 330,000 apartments; 40,000 business 
premises; 130,000 garages; 30,000 industrial properties; 
40,000 ofices; and 3 million areas of agricultural land.

In addition to the Valuation Ofice, the Sales Price  Register 
was also introduced in 2007 as part of the republic’s 
valuation system and provides sales data free of charge 
via the internet. during the past year, the surveying 
and Mapping Authority has made signiicant improveme nts 
to the quality of the real estate data and the way 
in which its value is calculated. it has also been preparing 
information about the new tax for all real estate owners.

replacing 3 property-related duties with 1 real estate tax for all 
residential and commercial buildings, farmland and forests has 
doubled tax receipts in the republic of slovenia. 

onE rEAl EstAtE tAx - doublE 
thE rECEipts in slovEniA
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the cadastral regularisation procedure 2013-2016 
follows the strategic policy of the ministry of finance 
and Public Administration. As a result of modiications 
to legal regulations, it will incorporate omitted 
construction and undeclared alterations, such as 
extensions, reforms and renovations, into the Cadastre 
to ensure that the property owner pays the correct tax 
and municipalities receive the right amount of revenue.

the work, which is to be staggered until 2017, has no cost 
to local authorities. the ministry of finance has allocated 
€40 million to the spanish Cadastre budget that will be 
recovered through a cadastral regulation tax charged under 
the new procedure. municipalities’ revenues from property 
tax will increase.

An ambitious plan to boost the economy 
and combat real estate tax fraud has been launched 
by the spanish General directorate for the Cadastre.

A movE towArds trAnspArEnCy 
And EliminAtion of tAx frAud

CrEAtivity And flExibility 
dElivErs An intErnAtionAl 
brEAKthrouGh in AutomAtiC 
GEnErAlisAtion

An emphasis on creative skills and a lexible approach 
has enabled the netherlands’ Cadastre, land registry 
and mapping Agency (Kadaster) to fully automate its 
generalisation process.

This signiicant milestone in the production 
of geoinformation means users now have access to up 
to date mapping more frequently. it is the result of many 
years’ work by a development team chosen for its out-
of-the-box thinking. The project began with 5 minimal 
requirements: 

• the generalisation process should 
be completely automated

• the ‘new’ map produced did not have to mirror 
the appearance of the original map

• the automatic process must connect directly 
to the base data production low within 2 years

• the process must be cost-effective
• users must participate in its development 

to evaluate results.

By meeting these objectives, the fully-automated worklow 
created by the team has minimised costs enabling Kadaster 
to produce its map series at just 25% of its original budget. 
In addition, the processing time has also been signiicantl y 
reduced, allowing updates for derived mapping to be 
delivered every 2 years in line with base data acquisition 
rather than on a 6 year cycle.

both the source dataset and derived mapping are released 
simultaneously 5 times a year. the map content is 
optimised by applying generalisation algorithms consistently 
for the whole country and by improving the base 
dataset and algorithms after each phase of development 
and production.

€

1:50 000 map, obtained fully automatically

1:50 000 map, interactively generalised
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shArinG idEAs And ExpErtisE  
to ExChAnGE bEst prACtiCE

KEy Contributions 2013

maintaining 
a netWork 

of strategic 
partners to ensure 
that We continue 

to meet future user 
DemanDs anD continue 

to play a key role 
in the global 

geospatial 
community

extenDing our 
knoWleDge 
exchange 

netWorks (kens) 
to focus on 

key issues for 
members anD users 

of their Data

Cartesius brings together collections from the royal 
library, state Archives, royal museum for Central Africa 
and the nGi and uses modern geographic information 
as the common denominator to search them. As well as 
traditional topological maps and aerial images, the project 
also includes world famous maps by mercator and unique 
maps from government, courts and the nobility.

typical archival or library descriptions, such as “map 
of the western part of the county of flanders, 17th 
century”, do not really give an idea of what a map actually 
looks like and searching by title or author makes it difi cult 
to grasp the geography. by geolocalising and georeferencing 
maps within the collections, Cartesius overlays modern 
mapping with the footprint of the archive material using an 
iso19115-style polygon (inspirE bounding-box limits were 
not precise enough for old maps). users can then search 
the collection by indicating the geographical area of interest 
on a modern map.

belgium’s national Geographic institute (nGi) is facilitating a 
project to create a geoportal that allows users to search through 
cartographic archives and view the results instantly.

usinG thE powEr 
of GEoinformAtion 
to unloCK ArChivEs

the power of using geographic information to open up 
archives was demonstrated at a workshop held after 
the international Council on Archives Annual Conference 
in november. organised by the nGi, Eurosdr, 
EuroGeographics and the state Archives of belgium, 
the event also looked at archiving principles for modern 
day digital spatial data.

facilitating access 
to members’ Data for 
emergency anD crisis 

response via 
the copernicus ems
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foCusinG on futurE trEnds, 

intEropErAbility And opEn 
dAtA issuEs

EuropEAn loCAtion 
frAmEworK 

EuroGeographics is part of the project consortium 
working to deliver the European location framework. this 
pan–European cloud platform and web service will enable access 
to harmonised data in cross-border applications. 

As well as participating in events organised by strategic 
partners such as the pCC and unECE wplA, members 
also held their own workshops including one in riga 
hosted by state land service, latvia. this examined ways 
of meeting user requirements and using different sources 
of information to maintain cadastral information.

A second workshop in the netherlands discussed 
combining cadastral data with other information sources for 
a wide range of purposes - a natural link with the proposed 
themes of inspirE, the European location framework 
and open data. delegates shared what is already possible 
and suggested solutions to overcome potential challenges 
with an emphasis on how such data could be made more 
open. 

work will continue throughout 2014 to help members 
to meet users’ needs for cadastral information at both 
national and European level.

user needs have been very much in the forefront of discussions held 
by our Cadastre and land registry KEn during 2013. Activities have 
focused on future trends, interoperability and open data policies. 

The project, which started in March 2013, is co-funded 
by the EC’s Competitiveness & innovation framework 
programme (Cip) information and Communication 
technologies policy support programme (iCt psp). 
the Consortium comprises mapping and cadastral 
authorities, application developers, smEs, universities, 
EuroGeographics and the open Geospatial Consortium.

we were very pleased to agree a grant offer of software 
and 12 months technical support with Esri to help all our 
members implement inspirE compliant web services and 
develop the European location framework. the grant also 
offers free virtual training for one person which will beneit 
the geospatial experts of today and those of the future. 
national mapping, land registry and Cadastral Authorities 
who are partners in the European location framework 
Project, or are contributing data or services to it, will 
receive technical support and upgrades until its completion. 

many countries already have a national infrastructure, 
linking their national data and policies - including 
implementing Eu law - using location-based 
information. Europe has made a formidable start 
with the inspirE directive, which creates a location 
information infrastructure for the environment.

by bringing together location data from different countries, 
the European location framework is the natural next 
step forward from inspirE implementation. it will act 
as a single source of authoritative geoinformation for 
Europe and can be used for a wide range of activities 
including emergency response, environmental 
management and economic development. 

for example, by standardising geoinformation 
from European countries, it will enable the free 
movement of interoperable data. it will also deliver 
cost savings by maximising the reuse of public data 
and avoiding the development of duplicate services.

without the European location framework, however 
there is the risk of creating several competing 
answers to the same question when just one 
will do, and duplicated effort means added cost 
to Europe. in addition, the consistent and seamless 
geoinformation of Europe that it will deliver will help 
us achieve cohesive solutions quickly and eficientl y.

www.elfproject.eu
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dElivErinG dAtA to support 
EmErGEnCy mAnAGEmEnt

the information is available for 20 countries (15 
within the Eu) and has been successfully used to create 
mapping to support responses to major looding 
in Central Europe during spring 2013. this contribution 
was acknowledged by the EC with the work of Em KEn 
in exploring different opportunities, particularly in ensuring 
emergency staff had access to up to date and accurate 
information from members for post-event analysis. this was 
further endorsed at EuroGeographics’ General Assembly.

following the 2011 framework Agreement between 
EuroGeographics and EEA, our Emergency mapping 
KEN (EM KEN) coordinated responses to a joint letter 
from the two organisations setting out the legal basis 
for requesting free of charge access to geoinformation. 
by september 2013, 31 members in 28 countries had 
agreed to its terms either fully or in part. technical 
and legal challenges concerning the eficient use of me mbers 
data were discussed at an Em KEn meeting attended 
by representatives from the EC and Ems providers.

Activities throughout 2014 will focus on further work 
with major stakeholders in the Copernicus programme 
and enabling greater access to and more eficient use 
of members’ reference data.

Geospatial reference data is now being supplied 
to the Copernicus Emergency management service 
(Ems) from 23 members via online services. 

from frEE dAtA to fAmily-friEndly 
worKinG - A yEAr of AChiEvEmEnt 
in iCElAnd

nlsi was also named medium-sized 
institute of the year for its 
commitment to family-friendly 
working in an employee survey carried 
out by the country’s two main trade 
unions and ministry of finance. 
with around 200 agencies taking 
part, it is iceland’s largest regular 
labour market survey and provides 
important information about 
the status of workers. participants 
are asked about work-related 
factors such as the credibility 
of management, autonomy, 
workload, working conditions, 
stress, demands and lexibility.

in addition, the organisation became 
the irst public authority to receive 
equal pay certiication from the VR 
trade union, the largest in iceland. 
This conirms that salary decisions 
are codiied, that employees holding 
the same or comparable jobs have 
equal salaries and that the equal pay 
salary system has been established 
according to the requirements 
of the ist 85:2012 equal pay standard. 

digital maps and spatial data from the national land survey 
iceland (nlsi) is now available free of charge via www.lmi.is. 
by providing easy access to authoritative environmental and natural 
information, it is hoped to encourage greater use, processing 
and dissemination of oficial data in areas such as tourism,  public 
administration and education.
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providinG inspirAtion 
for implEmEntinG 
intEropErAbilty

by the end of 2013, more than 100 users had registered to take 
part in discussions organised by our inspirE KEn. this online 
forum enables members to keep up to date with developments 
and to share information of mutual beneit.

Events have included workshops, such 
as one at the inspirE Conference 
in firenze, focusing on strategies 
to implement interoperability 
and another highlighting schema 
transformation tools and methods.

service protection was explored during 
a webinar which looked at commerical 
and open source-based solutions 
from northern ireland and rhine-
palatinat. A second session examined 
case studies from iGn france 
and EC authentication, authorisation 
and access projects.

the Coordination Committee 
also prepared a position paper on 
the potential role of EuroGeographics 
in maintaining the inspirE technical 
framework for the Commission.

Challenges in developing cadastral data in the digital era 
were discussed at a special conference commemorating 
the 20th anniversary of latvia’s state land service.

An AnnivErsAry yEAr for 
stAtE lAnd sErviCE lAtviA

two further developments include the signing of a cooperation 
agreement with the Council of sworn notaries of latvia 
which eliminates the need to attend the state land service 
in person to obtain information and the completion of the plan 
for Euro Adaption. during the year, the service also worked 
with the swedish mapping, Cadastral and land registration 
Authority to support the state Committee of land and 
Cartography of the Republic of Azerbaijan. The Twinning 
Project is establishing the registration of a modern system 
of state land cadastre information through the improvement 
of land valuation and economic valuation of lands in accordance 
with Eu valuation standards.

Experts and stakeholders from 14 countries came together 
in riga to exchange their thoughts on ways to ensure data can 
be updated, distributed and used nationally and at a European 
level. A pre-conference workshop held by EuroGeographics’ 
C & lr KEn examined different sources of information 
to maintain cadastral information.

two books were also published to mark the milestone 
year: land reform - Key to property and Cadastre - from 
the middle Ages to modern information system and multi-
purpose Cadastre. the latter is available as an e-book. 
both can be borrowed from the biggest latvian libraries 
or can be downloaded from the state land service website 
free of charge. 

the website now contains detailed information on the borders 
of all administrative territories after the Cabinet of ministers 
accepted the descriptions. this decision helps to establish 
the administrative territory to which particular land parcels 
belong. Cadastral maps, prepared for the border descriptions 
and maps, will be stored in the state land service archive 
to preserve historic data.

Implementation of the GIS Project was extended until July 
2014 and during 2013 work began on digital document 
storage with the digitisation of those related to the services 
of surveyors carried out as a pilot. in addition, the mobile 
version of kadastrs.lv, which improves access to the state 
land service’s data and electronic services, was presented 
to a wider audience. this makes part of the cadastral data, 
including cadastral maps and address information, available 
free of charge and allows users to follow the progress of their 
request to the service. the full version will be available in 2014.
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the suite of products within the portfolio 
has been enhanced with the inclusion of os 
terrain 50, a fully-maintained dataset showing 
contours at 50 metre intervals. in addition, 
improvements to os vectormap district make it 
easier for users to create their own customised 
mapping. the launch of an os openspace 
software development Kit (sdK) for Android 
and ios platforms has proved a useful additional 
tool for developers, enabling them to use 
location information in business-to-business 
products, services and applications. 

two Geovation challenges helped entrepreneurs 
with funding to develop applications to support 
business sustainability and improve physical 
activity. the challenges are based on using 
location information and some 20 businesses 
have achieved funding through the programme 
since it started in 2009. the work to support 
economic growth will continue with the launch of 
a developer Challenge 2014, providing another 
geo-business with a start-up package. 

the graduate recruitment programme 
encouraged graduates to think more creatively 
about careers using geographic information and 
a summer intern programme supported those 
who already had some technical skills. one 
student used os opendata to create a minecraft 
map of Great britain, an initiative which went 
viral across the world and improved accessibility 
and relevance of geolocation information 
to people and business more widely.

there are now more than 3,300 public sector 
bodies accessing data through the public 
sector mapping Agreement and one 
scotland Agreement. during 2013, a number 
of innovative initiatives saw these bodies working 
together to develop improved services despite 
the downward pressure on budgets. Colleagues 
using data licensed under these agreements have 
developed applications to make services more 
widely and easily accessible through social media.

ordnance survey Great britain has continued to engage with developers 
through a series of nationwide masterclasses to inspire the use of os 
opendata when building solutions and services based on location information. 
os opendata is free to download and provides national coverage. 

ChAmpioninG innovAtion 
And drivinG dEvElopmEnt 

hosting the Cambridge Conference was 
a highlight of 2013. long-established as 
the premier meeting for senior executives from 
national mapping and cadastral authorities, 
it attracted more than 300 international 
geospatial experts. it was followed by the third 
session of the united nations Committee 
of Experts on Global Geospatial information 
management (un-GGim) which launched 
the oficial publication: Future trends 
in geospatial information management: the ive 
to ten year vision. this contains geospatial 
leaders’ thoughts on future developments 
in mapping and surveying which it is hoped 
will form the basis for growth in the global 
geospatial industry and lead the way for product 
innovation and development in years to come.

EnsurinG thE quAlity 
of produCts And sErviCEs

by bringing together quality practitioners from EuroGeographics’ 
members, the quality KEn provides a forum for discussing issues, 
exchanging knowledge and sharing experiences of producing products 
and services. it currently comprises 36 members from 26 countries.

Encouraging different members to host events is key 
to the network’s success in engaging with a wide 
range of organisations and further improving its links. 
in 2013, qKEn held plenary meetings in vienna 
hosted by federal Agency for metrology and surveying 
(bEv) and another in budapest hosted by institute of 
Geodesy, Cartography and remote sensing (fomi). 

As national mapping, land registry and Cadastral 
Authorities are the primary source of authoritative 
geospatial reference data, quality remains crucial. 
two questionnaires were carried out among 
qKEn members to investigate the use of quality 
management systems and determine how quality 
is measured. the results were made available during 
the past year on the quality KEn website. 

qKEn members have also been discussing 
the use of geographic information offered to their 
respective organisations by volunteers with 
some starting tentative explorations into using 
this as a potential source of information. 
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Its role is to coordinate development projects 
and speciic IT standardisation issues as well as 
to conduct needs assessment and feasibility studies. 
by assisting the efforts of government agencies 
in developing e-services, the delegation is helping 
to make life easier for individuals and businesses. 

development within geographic and property information 
is the responsibility of landmäteriet and during the past 
year, the Authority has been compiling an overview 
of needs and the current situation. work began with 
the detailing of other authorities’ development plans 
within this sector and will also involve collecting 
information about e-Government initiatives.

E-applications for land registration have now been 
available for more than a year with the number of users 
increasing. during 2013, 3,200 e-applications were 
received. further improvements to the service were 
delivered in the autumn to help increase the number 
of electronic applications submitted by larger users such 
as inancial institutions. Legislation has also been  proposed 
to allow electronic applications for cadastral procedures.

director General of the swedish mapping, Cadastral and land registration 
Authority (Landm?teriet), Bengt Kjellson is a member of th e country?s 
e-delegation committee. Under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Enterprise, 
Energy and Communications, this is driving the development of e-government 
through social media and the re-use of public sector information (psi). 

hElpinG to drivE  
E-GovErnmEnt in swEdEn

it supports boğaziçi university Kandilli observatory 
and Earthquake research Centre (KoEri) by providing 
sea level data obtained from its network of tide gauge 
stations - the turkish sea level monitoring network - 
on the shores of the mediterranean, Aegean and black 
sea. data is currently provided from 7 stations but it is 
planned to increase this number to 20 in the future.

GCM has also completed work to conigure its boundary  
data to EBM speciications. Following quality checks  
and conirmation procedures, Turkish boundary data 
will be integrated into Ebm during early 2014. After 
updating its 1:1 million scale vector data in 2013, GCm 
is now coniguring it to meet EGM speciications. 

it has also designed and produced a new series 
of 1:500 000 scale special Air Chart maps to meet 
the needs of Aviation foundations and continues 
to update aerial photography of the whole country 
every 3 years. the resulting orthophotos are produced 
with 30 to 45 cm ground sampling distance.

the turkish national mapping Agency, General 
Command of mapping (GCm) is contributing to the north-
Eastern Atlantic, the mediterranean and connected seas 
(nEAmtws) tsunami Early warning and mitigation system.

turKish GEospAtiAl vAriEty; 
from tsunAmi wArninG systEms 
to pAn-EuropEAn boundAry dAtA
powered by high resolution orthophotos

www.hgk.msb.gov.tr
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2013
delivering the building blocks 
of interoperability through sdis

KEy Contributions

ensuring 
the availability 

of authoritative 
geoinformation

playing a key role 

in the european 

location 

frameWork project 

Which Will proviDe 

one source 

of geoinformation 

for europe

maintaining 
the quality 

of members’ Data 
to ensure our 

proDucts continue 
to proviDe 

harmoniseD, 
consistent, reusable 
anD reaDily-available 

cross-borDer Data
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The ?1,097,000 project, which includes aerial photograp hy 
for an area of 6,200 km2 and the digitisation and creation of 
a 3d city model, was awarded to ofEK Aerial photography 
ltd. deliverables will also be used by other government 
departments and services in a range of applications 
and the majority of data generated will be further processed 
for use in inspirE implementation activities. 

The project, which lasts for 10 months, includes:

• vertical and oblique aerial photography at a resolution 
of 10cm of a 6,200 km2  area taken using a digital aerial 
photography camera

• lidAr coverage of all urban areas - a total of 600 km2

• Ortho-rectiication, photogrammetric control 
and production of ortho-photos at a resolution of 10 cm

• updating attributes in the existing land parcel  
information database

• Creation of a GIS database of all buildings in the project 
area, including building footprints, elevation from mean 
sea level, height, number of loors, footprint area in m 2, 
volume in m3 and roof type

• processing of data and creation of a 3d city model 
database compatible with ArcGis

• Creation of a GIS database containing all indings
• quality control and product delivery; hardware 

and software; and training. 

ACt mArKs importAnt 
milEstonE for CroAtiAn 
spAtiAl dAtA infrAstruCturE

Cyprus lAunChEs AEriAl 
photoGrAphy And 3d City 
modEl projECt

An open tender announced by the Cyprus department 
of lands and surveys will deliver a range of datasets to support 
the property revaluation process.

April 2013 saw the adoption of a stand-alone law deining 
the establishment, maintenance and development of the republic 
of Croatia’s national spatial data infrastructure (nsdi). 

to prepare for inspirE transposition, a working group 
comprising 3 lawyers and 3 sdi specialists was set up 
at SGA. The irst draft of the NSDI Act was delivered to 5 
working groups and presented and discussed at the 2nd nsdi 
workshop in zagreb in february 2013. Expert opinion was 
also provided by members of the INSPIRATION project, 
which supports the implementation of nsdi and inspirE. 

the Act was unanimously adopted at the 8th session 
of the Croatian parliament on 26 April 2013. 

the new Act transposes the inspirE directive into Croatian 
legislation, making it compatible with Eu legislation 
and fulilling one of its EU pre-accession obligations . Whilst 
inspirE has 34 data themes, Croatia’s nsdi will have 35 - 
the extra theme being data on suspected mineields which i s 
information of national interest.

It also deines the State Geodetic Administration (SGA) 
as the inspirE and nsdi national contact point. As 
the main coordination body, sGA has responsibility for 
platform development and provides the link between 
the Croatian and Eu sdis. to achieve this, it is developing 
partnerships with a number of national and international 
organisations.
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Six major cities were included in the Republic 
of Georgia?s Addressing Project during 2013 - Batumi, 
Kutaisi, zugdidi, Gori, bolnisi and telavi. 

rEpubliC of GEorGiA 
Adds 6 morE CitiEs to its 
AddrEssinG projECt

The project is being delivered 
by the national Agency of public 
registry supported by the EC, us 
Agency for international development 
(usAid) and the swedish international 
development Cooperation Agency 
(sida). the goal is to create a 
complete, high quality address 
database based on uniied standards 
and systems for a wide range of uses.

Activities include street descriptions 
such as names, directions, types 
of road; an inventory of immoveable 
property units and identiication 
of owners or users; preparation 
of road layer data; electronic drawings 
of buildings and their internal areas; 
and the creation of the correct 
address data. Inventory, veriication, 
correction of data and Gis is carried 
out by ield groups with registration 
units working on mapping and entering 
data in the address registry.

tbilisi and rustavi were added 
in 2011/12 with addressing for 11 more 
cities. All local districts (23 sakrebulo) 
will be addressed in mtskheta in 2014.

Developing the Oficial Real Estate Cadastre Information 
system is one of the greatest challenges ever faced 
by Germany’s surveying and mapping community.

mAnAGinG rEAl EstAtE CAdAstrE 
dAtA in A sinGlE systEm - 
GErmAny implEmEnts AlKis

The project, known as ALKIS, will manage semantic 
and graphic cadastre data in one single system, 
replacing the Automated real Estate register (Alb) 
and the Automated real Estate map (AlK). it is being 
coordinated by the working Committee of the surveying 
Authorities of the länder of the federal republic 
of Germany (Adv) with each of the 16 laenders ultimately 
responsible for implementation. the real Estate 
Cadastre, together with the land register (Grundbuch), 
ensures property rights in Germany and is the oficia l list 
of land property according to the land registry Act.

Issues identiied with the previous system of ALK 
and Alb include obsolete concepts; large-scale data 
redundancy; no consistent object-structured data 
model or uniform data structure; different data 
interfaces; no standard scheme language; and no 
concepts to describe metadata and data quality.

by implementing a new cadastre standard through 
ALKIS, however users will beneit from a uniform objec t-
structured data model, integrated management of both 
graphic and semantic data and management of metadata 
and data quality. the new system also considers 
international standards, has a standardised exchange 
interface and a standardised description language.

Eight laenders have already implemented AlKis, 
with 7 expected to complete it in 2014 and one 
currently in migration. AlKis will provide the base 
for a wide range of other geographical data and has 
great importance for tax administration, oficial area 
statistics, standard ground value and, in the future, 
for the object-structured land register database. 

it also contributes to the geospatial data 
infrastructure of the länder and federal 
Government in terms of implementing inspirE 
which will bring a substantial boost to e-government, 
interoperability and online services.
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by combining several different solutions, the Kosovo 
Cadastre and land information system (KClis) will deliver 
a complete framework for managing and distributing 
KCA data. the system is notable for its use of open 
source and free software, exclusive web-based access 
to its components through the national geoportal 
and implementation of web services and service-
orientated architecture for interoperability. 

four key parts make up its core: KClis Graphical, 
which provide the maintenance framework and editing 
tools; Address register, for maintaining address data 
for the whole of Kosovo; Kosovo Cadastre map, which 
replaces current proprietary desktop tools for maintaining 
cadastral spatial data; and the Kosovo geoportal.

since its launch in july, more than 200 users have 
registered with the national geoportal with many more 
non-registered users searching and viewing the data. 
The service is the irst of its kind in Kosovo and ai ms 
to offer a user-friendly, spatially-enabled website 
that provides a wide range of geographic and tabular data.

users can search and view information stored 
within the KCA databases but other institutions can 
also use the portal as a focal point for distributing 
and sharing information - with more being added 
all the time. the nsdi law is expected to further 
increase its use by providing sdi services to public 
bodies wishing to publicise their spatial data.

A further project - to ensure cadastral data matches 
the real situation on the ground across Kosovo - 
has been completed within 5 municipalities in 21 
cadastral zones to date.this will enable the realisation 
of tasks such as taxation, land use planning, 
infrastructure development, land consolidation, 
management of state and municipal real estate. 

finally, orthophotos of 20 cm resolution have been 
produced for the whole of Kosovo with 26 urban 
areas covered at 8 cm resolution. Aerial photography 

from the creation of a national geoportal to a new cadastre 
and land information system, the Kosovo Cadastre Agency 
(KCA) delivered a number of important projects in 2013.

nEw nAtionAl GEoportAl  
And CAdAstrE And lAnd 
informAtion systEm in Kosovo

plays unimportant contribution in a wide range 
of activities such as the legalisation of buildings, urban 
planning and the presentation and determination 
of vegetation coverage as part of Eu directives.

importAnt projECts 
proGrEss in hunGAry

for hungary’s institute of Geodesy, Cartography and remote 
sensing (fÖmi), 2013 was a year which saw a number 
of achievements as important projects progressed.

Work has started on a uniied structure and harmonise d 
content central transaction databases as part 
of the integrated state owned real property Cadastre 
project. Hardware components for the central system 
have been purchased and a network operated software 
system introduced for the Rural Land Ofices. In addi tion, 
the land leasing and Accounting software system has 
beneited from new technology. As a result, 2 Land O fice 
databases are now operational within the central system.

by the end of 2013, more than 60% of the building 
Monitoring Project had been completed. The project 
includes the automatic classiication of buildings 
from remote-sensed data and uses other data such 
as height. The classiied data is supplied to buildi ng 
authority partners from fÖmi via the internet. 
orthophotos and building coverage enables any 
differences in the cadastral data to be identiied.

documentation of public procurement procedures 
for hardware and software has been completed 
for the Electronic document repository 
of Land Ofices (DALNET24) project. The public 
procurement procedure has now started for this 
new system which will provide back and front ofice 
data services and Land Ofice transactions. 

A new information system to support the damage 
liability system for environmental hazard management 
in agriculture is being created through the Agricultural 
Risk Management System Development project. 

As a member of the project consortium, F?MI is using 
remote-sensed data to provide damage assessment maps.
fÖmi is also involved in other environmental risk 
projects, such as those supported by the European Space 
Agency (EsA) and provides multi-technique geodetic 
hazard monitoring. it also carries out high precision 
GPS measurement campaigns; performs scientiic 
data processing; organises 0-order (highest standard) 
levelings and gravity measurements; and performs 
C-band psi analysis in water pumping, urban and mining 
areas. Its next major task is investigating the application 
of SAR transponders and passive relectors in common  
space and land-based geodetic referencing.
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The program is a signiicant contribution to NSDI 
development and the implementation of basic 
inspirE principles. it was delivered through a 
joint agreement between the Republic Geodetic 
Authority serbia and france as part of the nsdi 
and Remote Sensing Centre project. 

the goal was to establish the capacities to provide a 
wide range of geoinformation by implementing turnkey 
technologies for collecting, processing, distributing 
and sharing spatial data for public authorities 
and other users. in doing so it enables a variety 
of spatial data to be produced using the acquisition 
of satellite and aerial imagery; allows high precision 

spatial data can now be collected, processed 
and distributed to users in the republic of serbia thanks 
to the implementation of the iGis program.

digital terrain model production using lidAr 
technology; facilitates the collection of 3d vector 
topographic data; and delivers thematic mapping 
applications for risk management, and agricultural 
and environmental analysis based on remote sensing. 

iGis has also provided technology for data 
processing to create dtm, dsm, ground-
orthophoto, true-orthophoto and mosaic satellite 
imagery as well as the technical infrastructure for 
optimised storage, management and distribution 
of geodata accessed via the web portals.

French and Serbian project teams worked together 
to implement the technical solutions and transfer 
knowledge. the iGis program has established 
prerequisites and new possibilities for the production 
of topographic products and services based on spatial 
data and smooth access to data and data sharing 
among public authorities which signiicantly contributes 
to the nsdi development and implementation 
of basic inspirE principles in practice.

dElivErinG KEy spAtiAl dAtA 
in sErbiA

inspirE is of great importance in laying the foundations 
for spatial data access and exchange at both national 
and European level. A project to enhance the quality 
and eficiency of ANCPI services will set up 
a technical framework for administering, maintaining 
and distributing spatial datasets and service dedicated 
to achieving a nsdi. these will also contribute 
to the implementation of Eu environmental policies. 

the inspirE geoportal is connected to the Eu inspirE 
geoportal and will provide a unique point of access 
to information from a wide range of sources for both 
citizens and businesses. to achieve this, its functionality 
has been enhanced with new applications developed 
for viewing cadastral parcels from the e-terra system; 
downloading oficial administrative boundaries; 
and transforming coordinates from the national system 
to Etrs89. tools for rapid searches based on criteria 
such as localities, street names and cadastral numbers 
have also been created along which the ability to get 
information about a cadastral parcel simply by clicking on it.

lAyinG foundAtions  
for spAtiAl dAtA ACCEss  
And ExChAnGE

whilst the past year has been one of consolidation for romania’s 
national Agency for Cadastre and land registration (AnCpi), it also 
saw the launch of a number of new EU-funded projects.

new geospatial datasets for integration in the inspirE 
geoportal were completed in november as 
a result of the updating of the topographical 
reference plan of romania in digital 
format by the national Centre of Cartography.

During 2013, ANCPI also started projects to set up an 
e-payment system and upgrade the e-terra platform 
to ensure compatibility with inspirE, allow the direct 
exchange of data through web services and increase 
security. in addition, the Agency is testing the functionality 
of digital signatures and the electronic storage and archiving 
of documents. Public notaries will beneit from this new 
system and will be able to use a digital signature to request 
the land book extracts for information and authentication. 
This will signiicantly reduce the amount of time the y 
spend dealing face-to-face with AnCpi, whilst operational 
costs such as printing and delivery will also decrease. 
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other initiatives included a new interactive platform - 
www.tiptopo.ch - which offers a range of games to test 
users’ geographical knowledge as well as historical 
information and amusing anecdotes about swisstopo. 
An open day enabled the public to ind out more about 
its work and speak to professionals in cartography, 
topography, geodesy and geology.

in addition to the anniversary celebrations, 
the organisation also received international recognition as 
a result of its award-winning spatial data infrastructure geo.
admin.ch. the geoportal received the Geospatial policy 
implementation Award from Geospatial world magazine 
at the 2013 Geospatial world forum. it was also named 
best Cloud Case study public Administration in the swiss 
Cloud Awards 2013 and subsequently gained second 
place for the best Cloud services use Case public sector 
in the Euro Cloud awards which recognise originality, 
innovation, creativity and eficiency.

since its launch in 2010, geo.admin.ch has won a total 
of 7 distinctions and nominations.

A journey through time was just one of the high proile events 
organised by Switzerland?s Federal Ofice of Topography - swisstopo 
- to commemorate its 175 anniversary. this free of charge online 
map viewer uses topographical maps to illustrate how the landscape 
has evolved since 1844.

An AwArd-winninG AnnivErsAry 
yEAr for switzErlAnd’s fEdErAl 
offiCE of topoGrAphy

Users now beneit from discovery, download and view 
services, and a metadata editor. format conversion 
and transformation of coordinates services are 
also available.

the development of a map client for displaying 
and working with zbGis data - the primary database 
for Gis visualisations and other map services - provides 
common functionality for applications. these include 
identifying, drawing, measuring and searching for objects; 
geo-processing; and services for ordering geodetic data.

the map client also allows users to overlay the zbGis base 
map with external data, either by adding it in a supported 
format from a pC or through a web map service (wms). 
this enables the interconnection of services with users 
choosing which of the layers they wish to view. in addition, 
errors can be reported to help improve zbGis data quality.

improvements to the slovak republic’s geoportal are 
providing easy access to reference data and essential 
services that meet national requirements as well as those 
of the inspirE directive. the  work was completed 
by the Geodesy, Cartography and Cadastre Authority.

GEoportAl improvEmEnts 
providE usEr-friEndly ACCEss to 
mAp sErviCEs in slovAK rEpubliC
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EuroGEoGrAphiCs´ mEmbErs

national Authority for Geospatial information Albania

state Committee of the real property Cadastre Armenia

Federal Ofice of Metrology and Surveying Austria

the real Estate Cadastre and technical inventory Centre of the state  

Committee on Property Issues, the Republic of Azerbaijan Azerbaijan

the state Committee of land and Cartography  

of the Republic of Azerbaijan Azerbaijan

the state Committee on property of the republic of belarus belarus

national Geographic institute belgium

General Administration of patrimonial documentation belgium

federal Administration for Geodetic and real property Affairs bosnia & herzegovina

republic Authority for Geodetic and property Affairs of republic of srpska rep. srpska, bosnia & herzegovina

Geodesy, Cartography and Cadastre Agency bulgaria

state Geodetic Administration Croatia

Cyprus department of lands and surveys  Cyprus

Czech Ofice for Surveying, Mapping and Cadastre Czech  Republic

danish Geodata Agency denmark

Estonian national landboard Estonia

national land survey of finland finland

finnish Geodetic institute finland

national institute for Geographic and forest information france

Agency for real Estate Cadastre former yugoslav republic  

 of macedonia

national Agency of public registry Georgia

federal Agency for Cartography and Geodesy Germany

working Committee of the surveying Authorities of the states  

of the federal republic of Germany Germany

ordnance survey Great britain Great britain

Her Majesty?s Land Registry Great Britain

helenic military Geographical service Greece

national Cadastre and mapping Agency s.A. Greece

institute of Geodesy, Cartography and remote sensing hungary

Geoinformation service of hungarian defence forces hungary

national land survey of iceland iceland

land registry of iceland iceland

ordnance survey ireland ireland

italian military Geographic institute italy

national agency for cadastre, cartography, land registration,  

real estate market monitoring and appraisal services italy

Kosovo Cadastral Agency Kosovo

state land service latvia

latvian Geospatial information Agency latvia

national land service under the ministry of Agriculture lithuania

state Enterprise Centre of registers lithuania

Administration of the Cadastre and topography luxembourg

malta Environment & planning Authority malta

state Agency for land relations and Cadastre moldova

republic of montenegro ministry of finance department of real Estates  montenegro

land and property services northern ireland

norwegian mapping Authority norway

Head Ofice of Geodesy and Cartography Poland

portuguese Geographical institute portugal

national Agency for Cadastre and and registration romania

federal service for state registration, Cadastre and Cartography russia

republic Geodetic Authority serbia

Geodesy, Cartography and Cadastre Authority of the slovak republic slovakia

surveying and mapping Authority of the republic of slovenia slovenia

national Geographic institute spain

General directorate for the Cadastre spain

the swedish mapping, Cadastral and land registration Authority sweden

Federal Ofice of Topography Switzerland

Cadastre, land registry and mapping Agency the netherlands

General Command of mapping turkey

state service of Geodesy, Cartography and Cadastre ukraine

organisation country organisation country
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finAnCEs

inComE

45%

3%

46%

Cost by CAtEGory 

  Member´s contributions

  EC Funded projects

 Product Sales

 Miscellaneous

  Salaries, Taxes and 

Seconded Staff costs

  Travel Expenses

 Professional Fees

 Office

  Management Board, General 

Assembly and Expert Groups

 Marketing and Communications

 Products and Services

1%

21%

49%

13%

6%

heaD office

secretary general  
and executive Director
dave lovell obE

operations manager
sallie white 
 
membership and communications manager
patricia sokacova
 
representation manager
derek Earnshaw
 
services Development consultant
saulius urbanas
 
Financial and Ofice Manager
virginie luppens 
 
Ofice Assistant
Alina talipova
 
Web content manager
brian sexton

management boarD

eurogeographics´ president
ingrid vanden berghe,  
national Geographic institute, belgium

eurogeographics´ vice president
Bengt Kjellson,  
the swedish mapping, Cadastral  
and land registration Authority

eurogeographics´ management board member 
and treasurer
jean-philippe Grelot,  
national institute of Geographic  
and forest information, france

management boarD members

Gennaro Afeltra,  
italian military Geographic institute, italy

Elita baklāne-Ansberga,  
state land service, latvia

wernher hoffmann,  
Federal Ofice of Metrology and Surveying, Austria

Hansjoerg Kutterer, Federal Agency for Cartography  
and Geodesy (bKG) Germany

vanessa lawrence Cb, ordnance survey, Great britain

Toma? Petek,  
surveying and mapping Authority  
of the republic of slovenia

Lidija Krstevska,  
Agency for real Estate Cadastre, former yugoslav republic 
of macedonia (till september 2013)

Godfried barnasconi, Cadastre, land registry and mapping 
Agency (till september 2013)
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